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Abstract. The paper presents a method and a mechanical system able to generate
imposed/standard trajectories (circle, ellipse, parabola, line or combinations of them) which,
tracked by an optoelectronic sensor based on the triangulation principle, allowing evaluation of its
accuracy performances. The maximum of the absolute values of the differences between the points
of the standard curve and the curves obtained through data acquisition from the optoelectronic
sensor represents the comparison value that allows the ranking of performances of various types of
sensors, optical as well as based on other functional principles: ultrasounds, radio etc. The
optoelectronic sensor presented in the paper is the base component of a system that controls mini
robots having a sole mark/point placed on their body as displacement reference. Such a system is
tackled in the frame of a complex scientific research performed by the authors.
Keywords: Virtual Sensor, Optoelectronic Sensor, Adaptive Control, Triangulation.

1. Introduction
In the course of time, various types of optoelectronic
sensors used for the adaptive control of mini robots
were developed in the frame of the Chair of
Mechatronics and Precision Mechanics, some of
them being patented [5, 6]. These sensors are based
on the triangulation principle, using two optical
modules placed on a known stereoscopic base.
Nevertheless, no modality of assessing their
performance was elaborated by now.
The present paper proposes a method and a
mechanical system able to generate trajectories
considered to be standard ones, which are
subsequently compared to the trajectories obtained
through data acquisition from the optoelectronic
sensor. The maximum of the absolute values of the
differences between the points of the standard curve
and the curves obtained via data acquisition from the
optoelectronic sensor represents the comparison
value that allows the ranking of performances of
various types of sensors, optical as well as based on
other functional principles: ultrasounds, radio etc.

2. The
Optoelectronic
Sensor
Component of the Mini Robot
Control System
The optoelectronic sensor, presented in figure 1, is
composed of: 1 – subassembly of the symmetrical
axial guides, 2- actuation subassembly of the

translation guides, 3 – rotary table, 4 – left
optoelectronic sensor, 5 – right optoelectronic
sensor, 6 – unit for the alignment along the desired
direction.
This optoelectronic sensor allows the
establishment of the coordinates of a sole mark, a
light source that can be attached to a mini robot. In
the most cases, in order to facilitate the functioning,
the mini robot is endowed with a multitude of
sensors. When the size of the mini robot become
smaller than the physical dimensions of the sensors,
their attachment on the robot body becomes
impossible. Because the functioning of the mini
robots can become very complex, without sensors
they would be unable to perform the required tasks.
The considered optoelectronic sensor allows
the introduction of the notion of virtual sensor. It
replaces the real construction of the sensor with
adaptive control software that simulates its behavior
through various equations, as follows:

computation of the distance between two
known points P1(x1,y1,z1) and P2(x2,y2,z2)
  ( x 2  x1 ) 2  ( y 2  y1 ) 2  ( z 2  z1 ) 2 ,

which

simulates a proximity or contact sensor;
computation of the direction cosines (L, M, N) of
a direction established by the same two points
z z
y  y1
x x
; N  2 1 , which
L 2 1; M 2



simulates sensor that outputs the direction of
advance;

computation of the angle between two lines for
which the direction cosines are known (L1,M1,N1)
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respectively
  arccos(L1L2  M1M2  N1N2 ) ,

(L2,M2,N2)
which

4

simulates an angle sensor.

6

1
5

2

3

Fig. 1. Optoelectronic sensor for locating and tracking a light source
Alike, other sensors needed for performing a moving
scenario of a mini robot can be imagined.
The virtual sensors can be attached only to a
virtual robot corresponding to the real robot
through the mediation of a virtual working space a
priori known and stored in the memory of the
computer system. One-to-one correspondence can
be established between the virtual mini robot
endowed with virtual sensors of the above types,
moving in a virtual space, and its attached real mini
robot. This correspondence will allow the complex
control of the real mini robot with no sensors
mounted on its body.
These virtual sensors are in fact computation
mathematical relations permanently used. Thus, the
virtual sighting sensor is represented by the relation
that gives the cosine of the angle established by the
robot axis with the virtual sighted point. The virtual
proximity sensor is represented by the equation of a
circle having its centre in the robot centre, an
imposed radius and the distance (larger or smaller)
to the imposed proximity radius as sensing element
used to detect a virtual obstacle. The tactile virtual
sensor is also described by the equation of the
distance between the point where the sensor is
mounted and the obstacle, represented also through
an equation.
In order to allow the interaction between the
optoelectronic sensor and the real mini robot, the
last one has to be endowed by construction with a
number of light points whose positions relative to
the trihedron attached to the mini robot are fixed.
The computation relations are simplified if the
reference trihedron of the mini robot occupies a
particular position, having its origin in the rotating
point of the mini robot, its Ox axis towards its
advance direction and its Oy axis parallel to the
horizontal plane. If two or three punctiform light
sources are mounted on the robot platform [1], the
mini robot could be controlled using the information
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collected in each moment by the optoelectronic
sensor used in the equipment.
A special problem appears when the mini robot
is endowed with a sole punctiform light source,
placed at a known distance of the origin of the
trihedron attached to the mini robot, on its direction
of advance. Knowing the position of the punctiform
source of light in each moment is not enough for the
space placement of the mini robot, because the
position of the reference trihedron attached to the
mini robot is not known. In order to establish it,
another piece of information that allows finding the
advance direction of the mini robot is needed. This
information can be obtained if the coordinates of the
light source at the current moment and at the
previous moment are both known. In other words,
instead of just establishing the coordinates of the
light sources attached to the mini robot at each
moment, as previously shown [1], the coordinates of
the light source are established and recorded at each
moment.
Thus, for the control of the mini robot at a given
moment of time, the coordinates of the punctiform
light source at the previous moment and the
coordinates at the reference moment have to be
known. This information allows the computation of
the position of the origin of the reference trihedron
of the mini robot, leading to its spatial placement.
The following quantities can be computed as well:
- the distance between the mini robot centre
and any known target point;
- the angle formed by the direction of advance
with the direction established between the origin of
the trihedron attached to the mini robot and the
target point.
These quantities will decide the robot
commands. In order to test the validity of the
computation relations proposed for the movement of
the virtual robot in the virtual space, simulation
software was developed.
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The simulation software was also intended to
train the team in charge of the control of the real
mini robot in the real space.
The schematic representation of the virtual
mini robot consists of the outline of the real mini
robot, on which the rectangular axes trihedron
connected to the mini robot and to the punctiform
light source is placed. In the virtual space, the mini
robot can perform the same movements as the real
robot.
A proportionality ratio is established between
the virtual mini robot in the virtual space and the
real robot in the real space, thus the same measuring
units are used. Consequently, the dimensions and
features of the virtual mini robot coincide with the
dimensions and features of the real mini robot, thus

the commands sent to the real mini robot will follow
the commands sent to the virtual robot.
In order to demonstrate all the possible
situations that can appear, the case when the
simulator follows a scenario that contains five
targets and an obstacle is analysed – figure 2. The
targets are marked from 1 to 5 and are represented
by circles. The mini robot can surmount these
targets, because there are in fact virtual drawings in
the virtual space. The robot path is indicated by a
dotted line. The scenario supposes that the virtual
mini robot has to reach all the targets on the virtual
path between the virtual target 1 and the virtual
target 5. For the ease of tracking, the origin position
of the mini robot is denoted as the virtual target 0.

Fig. 2. The initial position of the mini robot in the simulation software
The mini robot meets the virtual obstacle
represented by a black circle on the segments that
connect the virtual targets 2 and 3, respectively the
virtual targets 3 and 4.
When the distance between the virtual obstacle and
the centre of the virtual robot becomes less than the
proximity radius of the virtual robot, this one has to
avoid the obstacle tangentially till it reaches again
the established path. Of course, it is possible to
impose a movement to the next target by avoiding
the obstacle on a way of minimum length, but this
problem does not represent the object of the present
work.
The graphical interface of the simulation
software contains in the left upper corner a menu
with multiple options that can be used in order to
visualize any behaviour of the virtual mini robot. The
down section of the interface permanently displays
the coordinates of the centre of the virtual robot (X0,
Y0), the cosine of the angle between the virtual robot
and its virtual destination target and the distance
between the virtual robot and its virtual destination
target.

For a complete exemplification, the main
moments of accomplishment of the imposed
scenario are presented. In figure 2, the virtual mini
robot founds itself in its initial position.
In order to cover the displacement path, the
virtual mini robot has to go straight to the virtual
target 1. With this aim, because it is also the start of
the trajectory, the mini robot will move a step
forward. The direction of advance will be
established, as well as the angle formed with the
target 1. The virtual mini robot will rotate itself with
the angle comprised between its direction of
advance and the direction to the target 1. Because
the direction of rotation is not known, the robot will
adopt an arbitrary direction of rotation. If the cosine
of the angle between the virtual mini robot and the
virtual target decreases, the adopted direction of
rotation is not correct and the virtual mini robot has
to modify the direction of rotation. The rotation of
the virtual mini robot continues till the cosine of the
angle between it and the virtual target becomes very
close to 1, meaning that the angle between the two
directions tends to zero.
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Due to the fact that the simulator has to
approximate as well as possible the functioning of
the real mini robot, the displacement speed and the
rotation speed concord with the real values. When
the “cumt” value becomes very close to 1, the virtual
mini robot starts its advancement to the target 1.
The displacement is permanently controlled and
corrected whenever needed, by the distance to the
target and the corresponding angle. When the mini
robot reaches the target 1, the distance “dmt”
becomes less than or equal to an a priori imposed
value/accuracy.
The virtual mini robot, as well as the real mini
robot, has constant-steps linear and angular
displacements, thus the displacement directions
towards the targets are affected by an inaccuracy
imposed through the input data of the simulation
software.

When the virtual mini robot reaches the virtual
target 1, it starts the pivoting round its centre till it
points the target 2. The procedure of reaching the
virtual target 3 is identical.
The virtual mini robot will meet the obstacle
along the segment that connects the virtual targets 2
and 3 – figure 3. When the virtual proximity sensor
of the virtual mini robot touches the obstacle (its
corresponding circle), the virtual mini robot moves a
step backward and the computing unit calculates the
coordinates of the two intersection points of the
circle having its centre in the centre of the obstacle
and the radius equal to the sum of the radius of the
virtual obstacle and the virtual proximity radius. The
solution closer to the virtual target is chosen. Thus
the virtual mini robot moves on a circle concentric to
the obstacle circle.

Fig. 3. Mini robot kinematics till reaching the obstacle on the segment 2-3
The animated kinematics for the described solution
is presented in figure 4. After reaching the target 3,
the mini robot will avoid the obstacle in a similar

manner during its movement to the target 4. Finally
the mini robot moves towards the final target 5 –
figure 5, where it stops.

Fig. 4. The way in which the mini robot avoids the obstacle
132
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Fig. 5. The second phase of avoiding the obstacle and reaching the final target

3. The Real Mini Robot
Autonomous Displacements

with

The implementation and the testing of the virtual
control system model as well as the remote
transmission of commands in the real environment
were performed on a tank tread mini robot whose
main constructive elements, but mostly its control
manner [2], are presented in continuation.
The physical implementation of this kind of
mini robot was based on a 3D model designed using
SolidWorks software – a software developed for the
design and simulation of mechanical assemblies.
Figure 6 presents the 3D model of this tank
tread mini robot, whose components involved in
motion are: 1 – the main electronic module;

2 – mechanical structure; 3 – tank tread; 4 – active
wheel; 5 – passive wheel; 6 – roll for tensioning the
tank tread; 7 – holder of the rotary encoder; 8 –
encoding disk for the rotary encoder; 9 – secondary
electronic module; 10 – positioning system for video
camera; 11- video camera.
The main problem that occurs during the mini
robot displacement consists of the virtual turning
that has to be transposed in the real space. In the
case of an imposed curvilinear trajectory, the turning
is not simple due to the manner of achieving the
mobility through two servo motors that have to be
controlled in such a way that to have different
angular speeds, of the same direction or of opposite
directions.

Fig. 6. The 3D model of the tank tread mini robot
The constructive parameters of the driving system of
the mini robot, represented by the values d –
distance between the two active wheels, each driven

by a servo motor, and D – their diameter, are
presented in figure 7.
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Fig. 7. The geometric elements implied in the achievement of the displacement trajectories
For the computation, it is considered that, at a
given moment, the following values are known: the
coordinates of the light source Pi (xi ,yi), the
displacement speed of the mini robot v, the angle
formed by the motor axle β and the point to be
reached by the mini robot Pe(xe,ye).
There are two ways of reaching the point P e from the
point Pi:
a) movement along the arc of circle of radius R
and center C(a,b).
b) pivoting of angle δ, upon the point Pi,
followed by a translation till the point Pe.

3.1 Computing relations for movements
along circle arcs
Using the notations from figure 7, the following
equations can be established:
1. Equation of the line Δ1, y = m1 x+n1;
2. Equation of the line Δ2, y = m2 x+n2;
3. Equation of the line Δ3, y = m3 x+n3.
The coefficients of these equations are computed
using the following relations:
m1  tan 
(1)

n1  yi  m1 xi
yi  y e

 m2 
xi  xe
(2)

n  y  m x
e
2 e
 2
The coordinates of the point M are:
x  xe
y  ye
xM  i
,
yM  i
(3)
2
2
1

m3  
m2
(4)

n  y  m x
M
3 M
 3
The coordinates a, b of the center of the circle of
radius R verify the equations of the lines Δ1 and Δ2
thus it can be written that:
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b  m1 a  n1

b  m3 a  n3

(5)

m1a  n1  m3a  n3
am1  m3   n3  n1
n 3  n1

a 
m1  m 3

b  m a  n
1
1


(6)

These values allow computing the radius of the
circle:
R

xi  a 2   yi  b 2

(7)

The length of the segment between Pi and Pe is equal
to:

c

xi  xe 2   yi  ye 2

The angle <PiCPe can be computed as:
c
  2 arcsin
2R

(8)

(9)

Using these values, one can compute the control time
equivalent to the electric supply of the servo motors:
R
t
(10)
v
It can be noticed from the figure that:
v
tan  
(11)
R
Thus the peripheral speeds of the axles of the motor
wheels are:
d

v1  v  2 tan 
(12)

v  v  d tan 
 2
2
Because v1 and v2 are the peripheral speeds of the
motor wheels, the angular speeds can be computed
as well:
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360 v1

1  D
(13)

  360 v2
 2
D
Using the values ω1, respectively ω2, one can
compute the durations of the signals of level “1”
(PWM) of the control signals of the two servo
motors:
1 Lmax  Lmin 

 L1  L0 
2 vmax




L
 L  L  2 max  Lmin 
2
0

2 vmax


(14)

3.2 Computing
relations
for
displacements achieved by rotations
and translations
From the same figure 7 it can be noticed that the
pivoting angle equals  



2

. Relation (9) leads to:

c
(15)
2R
The pivoting occurs upon the point Pi with the
peripheral speeds of the motor rolls both equals to v
and of opposite directions. The speed v2 must have
the direction of v and the speed v1 the opposite
direction.
These speeds can be used in order to compute the
angular speeds of the motor wheels:
360 v

1  D
(16)

   360 v
 2
D
The driving time in order to accomplish the pivoting
movement is:
d
(17)
t
2v
After the time t, the direction of the speed v reaches
the point Pe, thus the translation command with the
speed v must be sent.

  arcsin

In other words, after the time t both motor wheels
must rotate with equal angular speeds of the same
direction:
360 v

1 
(18)
D

2  1

The driving time needed for the mini robot in order
to cover the chord PiPe is equal to:

t

x i  x e 2  yi  ye 2

(19)

v

The widths/durations of the control signal (PWM) of
the two servo motors can be computed in such a way
that the mini robot can arrive from the point Pi to the
point Pe:

1 Lmax  Lmin 

 L1  L0 
2 vmax

L  L
1
 2

(20)

4. Mechanical System for Generating
Standard
Trajectories
of
a
Reference Point
The mechanical system used for the application
generates a movement of the tracked light source
along a given trajectory with a speed whose value
can be continually modified.
The system can be the carrier of any other energy
source that materializes the reference point tracked
by a sensor (light source, ultrasound emitting source,
radio emitting source, infrared radiation reflecting
sphere). The conceived mechanical system is
actuated by stepping micromotors that use dyads in
order to generate the movement of the light source
tracked by the optoelectronic sensor presented in
figure 1. The sketch of this mechanical system is
presented in figure 8.

Fig. 8. Sketch of the mechanical system for testing the functional parameters of the optoelectronic sensor
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The figure presents the interface of the
software that computes the control steps of the three
stepping micromotors. The interface allows
modifying interactively the constructive parameters
of the mechanical system in order to generate
various trajectories.
These parameters can be modified at choice,
thus the software can be used in the design stage as
well, in order to optimize the mechanism.
The immediate possibilities of generating
trajectories can be proved by elementary
movements of translation along Ox axis, translation

along Oy axis, rotation of the platform that supports
the light source upon the vertical axis of the light
source and the rotation by a circular trajectory.
After establishing the allowed constructive
parameters, a sequence of automated computation of
various
imposed
trajectories
starts.
For
exemplification, figure 9 presents the window
opened for the generation of the rectilinear
movement and figure 10 presents the rotation upon
the Oz axis of the mechanism after a circular
trajectory of imposed radius.

Fig. 9. The control parameters of the stepping micromotors for a movement law along a line described by its
extremity points

Fig. 10. The control parameters of the stepping motors for a movement law along a circle of imposed radius
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Besides the obtained tables, the figures illustrate the
graphical representations of the commands sent to
each micromotor. Figures 11 and 12 present the
kinematics corresponding to the fulfillment of the
mentioned commands.

5. Establishment of the precision and
accuracy of the optoelectronic
sensor for different speeds
In order to establish the performances of the
optoelectronic sensor in terms of accuracy of
reproduction of the spotlight source tracked by the
sensor, a software application that performs the
direct comparison between the imposed trajectory

and the trajectory resulted by processing the data
acquired by the optoelectronic sensor is proposed.
The reference trajectory is chosen at choice and
is achieved by controlling the stepping micromotors
using the values indicated by the software. It is
supposed that the control signals of the stepping
micromotors generate the real trajectory for the
working conditions indicated by the number of steps
per time unit. The obtained trajectory is considered
standard of comparison. The optoelectronic sensor
acquires data that will complete the comparison
routine.
The difference between the homologous points
obtained through the standard and through the
optoelectronic sensor represents an indicator of the
performance of the built optoelectronic sensor.

Fig. 11. Kinematics corresponding to a movement law along a line described by its extremity points

Fig. 12. Kinematics corresponding to a movement law along a circle of imposed radius
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Depending on the obtained results, the rotation
speed of the rotating mirror of the optoelectronic
sensor can be increased in the allowable range or the
number of control steps of the standard mechanism
can be reduced.
The proposed method can be used in order to
establish the functioning parameters and the
working limits of the optoelectronic sensor – the
essential component of a control system of a mini
robot that, instead of incorporating a complex sensor
system in the robot construction, applies only to the
following of a mark placed on its body.
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